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BADROCK CANYON (#5)
Trygve’s Best (#2)
Command Authority (#6)

Exacta:  2-5/2-5-6, $4.  Tri:  2-5/2-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $6.  Daily Double:  2-5-6/6, $3.        
PARKER’S
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Zero for sixteen lifetime but he did run his best two races in his first starts after a 
rest last year here and either of those efforts should win in this spot.Even third against similar in his last, he also has had many chances but again 
should be close by late.Had excuses in a few of his starts last year, will get clear sailing from this post.

VOLUME TWELVE (#6)
Purrfectpersuasion (#1)
Slew’s Chet (#5)

Exacta:  6/1-5, 1/6, $3.  
Disappointed as a heavy favorite in his most recent at Golden Gate, but he faces 
easier today, shows two fast workouts on this surface and looks hard to bet against.$92,000 purchase shows up for $25K claiming in a race where his stable mate 
(Volume Twelve) is a big favorite but this one is bred for speed, maybe.Second in his only start back in January, he seems likely for part.

KELBAKER (#5)
Justyouandme (#1)
Mirrabella (#6)

Exacta:  1-5/1-5-6, $4.  Tri:  1-5/1-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $6.  Pick 3:  1-5/3-6/5-8, $4.
Another who disappointed in his most recent when favored, but he is back on a 
dirt surface, draws well and deserves to be favored.Crushed foes in his most recent a couple of months ago at Portland, the inside 
draw coupled with his good early speed makes him the one to catch.Been away nearly a year but he will benefit if the top two hook up early.

OUR CLEMENTINE (#6)
Melangeofgold (#3)
Kiss My Lulu (#2)

Exacta:    3-6/2-3-6, cost $4. Trifecta:   3-6/2-3-6/1-2-3-5-6, $6. 
Pick 3:  3-6/5-8/1-3-7, $6. Finished 2015 with a nice score when breaking her maiden, she shows a nice 

string of workouts leading up to her seasonal debut, choice.Invader from northern California also has been working well for her first start on a 
dirt surface, she deserves a long look.Dull try last but she should go much better with the drop into a claiming race.

THE BOSS IS BACK (#5)
Packy’s Out (#8)
Noble Nick (#4)

Exacta:  5-8/4-5-8, $4.  Tri:  5-8/4-5-8/1-4-5-6-8, $6.  Pick 3:  5-8/1-3-7/3-4-5, $9. 
Held on for third after chasing a heavy favorite early in his first start this meet, he 
should be on or near the lead right from the start, edge in a wide open race.Did beat the top choice with a big stretch run when second in his seasonal 
debut,the added ground over that race only helps.Had no apparent excuse when favored last week but he drops and Mawing stays.

WISE (#1)
Knight Club (#3)
Forbidden Kee (#7)

Exacta:   1-3/1-3-7, $4.  Tri:  1-3/1-3-7/1-3-4-7-8, $6.  Pick 3:  1-3-7/3-4-5/1-5, $9.
Finished a close third in a strong field for the level in her last start at Portland two 
months ago, she figures to get a fast pace to run at in here, expect big late run.Beat the top choice when routing at Portland in her races over the winter, she 
also will be flying in the stretch.Upset winner of the first race at Emerald this year was very game in that effort.

Super:   5-8/4-5-8/1-4-5-6-8/all, $6.  Pick 5:  5-8/1-3/3-4-5/1-5/6, cost $12.

Super:  3-6/2-3-6/1-2-3-5-6/all, $3.60.   

Super:  1-5/1-5-6/1-2-4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $2.40.  Pick 7:  5/3-6/5-8/1-3-7/3-4-5/1-5/6, $14.40. 

Super:  6/1-5/1-3-4-5/all, $2.40.  

Super:   2-5/2-5-6/1-2-4-5-6/all, $3.60.  Pick 3:  2-5-6/6/1-5, $3.  Pick 4:  2-5-6/6/1-5/3-6, $6.

Super:  1-3/1-3-7/1-3-4-7-8/all, $6.  Pick 4:  1-3-7/3-4-5/1-5/6-7, cost $18.

Trifecta:  6/1-5/1-3-4-5, $3.
Pick 3:   6/1-5/3-6, cost $2. 
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WHERE’S MY VOUCHER 
(#4)
Mike Man’s Gold (#3)
Outlook (#5)

Exacta:   3-4/3-4-5, cost $4.

Gelding comes off a game second place finish after dueling throughout last, he 
again faces pressure early but is reliable for another big try.
Veteran is suspiciously dropped way down in claiming price for his first start 
this year and he is another with good early speed, still he is the one to beat.
Has only one lifetime win but he should benefit from a contested early pace.

Super:   3-4/3-4-5/3-4-5-8-9/2-3-4-5-8-9, $3.60.  

ESTELLARA (#5)
Ethan’s Baby (#1)
Perhaps a Pie (#3)

Exacta:    1-5/1-3-5, cost $4. Trifecta:  1-5/1-3-5/1-2-3-5-6, $6.   
Daily Double:  1-5/6-7, cost $4.

Ships in off an excellent second against similar foes in California, she gets call 
in an evenly matched field.
Stakes winner at Emerald comes off a win at Turf Paradise in her last, she can 
act from on or off the lead early and the short distance is in her favor.
Won her first start off a layoff last year and she is hard to separate from the top two.

CHANTILLY GIRL (#6)
Sassatthebar (#7)
Wicked Laugh (#2)

Exacta:  6-7/2-6-7, cost $4. Trifecta:   6-7/2-6-7/2-4-6-7-10, $6.

Raced wide when fifth to much tougher in her last, she drops back down in 
claiming price and looks set for best.
First time starter is bred to win early, she also draws Mawing for her debut and 
should have ability despite the very slow workouts.
Third while wide on a day where the inside was the place to be last, gets a piece.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Sunday Afternoon, April 24th, 2016

Super:  6-7/2-6-7/2-4-6-7-10/2-3-4-6-7-8-10, $4.80.

Super:  1-5/1-3-5/1-2-3-5-6/all, $3.60. 

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
VOLUME TWELVE in the second OUTLOOK in the seventh.

Today’s Exotic Play: 
Race 3, $.50 Pick 3:  1-5/3-6/5-8, cost $4.

Tri:  3-4/3-4-5/3-4-5-8-9, $6. 
Pick 3:   3-4-5/1-5/6-7, $6.
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CLEM JUICE (#3)
Vocalist (#6)
Incentive Award (#2)
LUCKY DAYS AHEAD (#3)
Prohibition Repeal (#1)
Fleetside (#2)
HI FEVER (#5)
Warren’s Purrfect (#4)
Papa’s Maggie (#3)

STORM THE SHORE (#6)
Freemark (#1)
Legitimate (#4)
BIG BREAK (#3)
Divina Comedia (#2)
Nite Delite (#5)
COMMANDER LUTE (#3)
He’s a Real Keeper (#4)
Gato Pimiento (#6)
NINE POINT NINE (#3)
Ok Doll (#1)
Sooner Time (#5)
SURFSIDE TIARA (#1)
Uptown Twirl (#2)
Moment Is Right (#5)
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Los Alamitos  Golden Gate        Hastings Park
Race Selections for Sunday, April 24th, 2016

CITY STATE (#8)
Zip the Monkey (#1)
Hunted Guy (#2)

OMDURMAN (#5)
Tupelo Cush (#2)
Saleofthecentury (#3)
BRIANA JEAN (#4)
Lanazeha (#6)
McCann’s Half Full (#1)
CENTRAL HEAT (#3)
Qiaona (#4)
Chocolatier (#2)

RUN SOPHIA RUN (#1)
Magic Lily (#4)
Ride the World (#6)
DERVISH (#6)
Maid Easy (#10)
Rosiescruella (#1)
OSO (#3)
Paisasolo (#4)
Run the Show (#1)
GRAND PALAIS (#8)
Stellar Sea (#6)
Southern Loyalty (#2)
ADMIRAL BOOM (#8)
Private Marini (#5)
Many Roses (#2)
DYNAMITE RIDE (#5)
Badasmywifeletsmeb (#13)
Mambo Rock (#6)

WONDER WORLD (#5)
It’s in Command (#4)
Perfectly Reckless (#1)
LADY CASH (#6)
Sweet Home (#1)
Sakura (#5)
I BELIEVE IN ANGEL (#6)
Zenya (#3)
Storm Stalker (#5)

BLUE STORM CLOUD (#3)
Mark It Up Mark (#1)
Urban Achiever (#4)
AFLEET ALICE (#2)
Smoke N Sizzle (#7)
Knock Knock (#5)
HOLLY’S LAST CALL (#2)
Easter Sunday (#1)
Au Clair de Lune (#6)
AWESOME LOVE (#6)
Color Me Gold (#10)
Omi (#4)
SIMILKAMEEN LUKE (#4)
Payton’s Best (#2)
Teddy the Bear (#3)
TORNIADOR (#9)
Dynamite Kid (#1)
Gold Miner (#2)
RICHTER RED (#6)
Senor Rojo (#2)
Wilo Kat (#1)


